Jingles of Hubbard Link
Past, Present Processes
How far Scientology and Dianetics paral
lel each other, and whether all the tech
niques of one have been made obsolete by
the other, are questions that have aroused
much controversy in the Dianetics-Scientol
ogy fields. This schism, in some instances,
has resulted in a complete break between
those who look upon Dianetics as decadent,
and those who have obtained results with
the old techniques and consider Scientology
a weird upstart.
Persons who have read L. Ron Hubbard
.writings and have listened to his lec
tures recall that—no matter what magical
properties he may ascribe to a new technique--he always has advised that the aud
itor is concerned with the case, and not
the process.
Auditors still report that
they are getting results with Book One
methods; others who have been in the field
since the beginning—back in 1950— admit
they use both old and new techniques, de
pending on what they think the pre-clear
needs.
The difference, they say, is that
the new techniques work faster, but there
are times when the old techniques must be
used before the pre-clear can accept the
new.
These auditors seem to be the ones
reporting the best and most consistent re-,
suits.
Below is printed a copy of ’’The Dianetic
Jingles” written by Mr. Hubbard when he
first moved to Phoenix in March, 1952.
These are particularly interesting because
of their broad scope, covering, in brief
form, almost every technique from those in
’’DIANETICS, The Modern Science of Mental
Health”, to the Beingness Process of 1954.
To those who like to work with riddles, it
might be much more profitable to look for
next year’s Scientology in these Jingles
than to waste time looking for the hidden
meanings and significances in the ’’Jangles
of Nostradamus”.
(Not that we’re pointing
out a similarity.)
In a Precede to the
’’Jingles”, Mr. Hub
bard wrote:
”If you can decipher these,
you’ll know everything there is to know.”
THE DIANETIC JINGLES—By L. Ron Hubbard
(Reprinted by Special Permission)
Anything you can see, you can be.
(You’ll Find Some More On 3 and 4--3 First)
Published at Enid, Okla.
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thing we’ve ever found.
In this
lifetime, at least.
To us, it has
become a way of living, and unless
something comes along to supplant
it, we
shall continue to use and
indorse Scientology and the major
ity of Mr. Hubbard’s books on the
subject.
Any opposition we have expres
sed or
expect to express is con
cerned wholly with false, bombastic claims about the science, either in whole or in part.
As a re-
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(Jingles of Hubbard
Clnk All Jechniques
(Here’s Where Page 1 Quit)
Anything you shun will have won.
Anything you have done you can.
Anything that is work is a shirk.
Anything you desire means expire.
If you ever need bait just create.
Any t hing
you can
take, you
can make.
If emotion
c o m e s,
use and
win.
If emotion
you won’t
use, you
will lose.
If a mo
tion comes
in, that’s
a sin.
If motion
from you
f 1 o ws,
the world
blows.
If beauty
you desire,
b e aut y
transpire.
If tone is
to soar,
Informal Sketch
create
of L.Ron Hubbard
even more.
If you don’t want the real, always
feel.
If you want the whole sky, never
buy.
If you don’t want remorse, just be
source.
If you want
to be tall, just be
all.
If you ever repent, you are spent.
If you act in today, you keep mor
row away.
If you act in the past, you won’t
last.
If you say you aren’t God, you are
sod.
If you have to be liked, you are
spiked.
If you choose to agree,
you’re a

tree.
you want others’ gain, you’re
insane.
If all things you eschew, they are
glue.
If your body you’d leave, don’t
believe.
The way out of MEST ain’t detest.
If you’d soar to the blue, just go
through.
If all things you would flee, these
you’ll be.
If you want to destroy, just annoy.
If you just want to heal, make him
real.
Whatever is cause to it everything
draws.
Whatever is wrecked, was effect.
If high tone
shun the low, the
suns brighter glow.
When high tone fights entheta, he
comes in very later.
Entheta is just matter kicking up
a final splatter.
If your MEST’s in disorder, your
case is on the border.
If your MEST is in good shape, you
haven’t time to hate.
If all things you would create,
you’d better be in time and
date.
If through others’
thoughts you
plow, you will come at last to
mow.
If you don’t want to be attacked,
don’t draw back.
If all evil you’d burn down, sim
ply up and build a town.
There is no trick to being unless
you spend your time agreeing.
If you don’t have a datum, create
’ em.
The only unknowns are in other
men’s domes.
The real universe is a hearse.
The right way to be is to be.
When aesthetics are sex, they’ve
been wrecks.
If you want
to be pure, don’t en
dure .
If you want to last, just move
fast.
If all things you’d deserve, don’t
preserve.
If the world’s all your brother,
you’re just another.
Those who gave us mystics were
sadistics.
(Turn Page)
If
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No wise man should stammer because
he hasn’t grammar.
If you would overrate it, just let
it make you rate it.
The bottom of disease is anxiety
to please.
You can blame your confusion on
the fact you bought illusion.
The always last
sung song: ”1 was
wrong".
You’ll never
climb a steeple if
you worry about people.
If you can’t bring yourself kill
ing, you’re
just another will
ing.
Just because it made you fall,
doesn’t prove that it is all.
If you get caught in the middle,
it’s because you’ve bought a
riddle.
If you want things in delirium,
just get serium.
If the engrams you’d keep in,
study hard to know of sin.
If you want an empty larder, just
tell yourself "work harder”.
If your vision is all blurry, you
’ve got another’s worry.
If you want to be enchained, let
some other buy your brains.
If some other’s race you’d fall,
just pretend you aren’t all.
If you find yourself well under,
it’s because you defined blun
der.
The entire source of pain is an
effort to abstain.
A calm and peaceful mind has re
fused to put trouble behind.
A really sharp obsession is from
lack of self-confession.
If you want to really let it, for
get it.
If you want to get real tragic,
forget it was just magic.
If you really want the stutters,
respect the rights of others.
If you want to be tearful, be
careful.
The only reason some people find
ambition is a spike, if they
don’t try to be, they try to be
like.
If you’re awfully deject,
you’re
defect.
-e0eDon’t forget the Conference in
Phoenix June 5 to 9*
(And L.Ron’s
"latest" won’t be all that’s hot.)

Sorry, PINKHAMSKI. After we’d
deciphered your article (?),
on
the A-bomb, we were out of pa
tience, and when we’d audited our
patience back, we were out
of
room.
Try it on The GHOST; it’ll
print anything. (Well, almost any
thing. )
To RAY SCHARPEN—Thanks.
Now
that we’re back under the green
eyeshade, we feel less like a
house without a roof.
To BROTHER ART in Fort Worth—
Don’t
start worrying about what’s
happening to the "Family Tree”.
Alice Agnes Johnson Hart and Clem
Johnson are not cousins, even if
you did read it in The GHOST.
To RON—Hope you didn’t think
we’d print that, even if it did
come from our favorite California
grapevine.
-e0eFOUR RECEIVE CERTIFICATES
Four
certificates,
entitling
the owners to--practice Scientology
as a religion, have been received
in Cali fornia from L. Ron Hubbard’s
office, according to J.Burton Far
ber, state executive secretary of
the Church of Scientology of Cal
ifornia. These were: Doctor of Di
vinity certificates to Rev.
John
McCormick of LaJolla, and Dr. Far
ber, Glendale; and Practitioner of
Spiritual Healing certificates to
Earl H. Robinson, South Pasadena,
and George H. Schuler, Long Beach.

NOTES ON THE DOCTORATE COURSE
190 pages of data that took eight
weeks to gather, three weeks to
compile and write, and two weeks
to print. Where else can you get
so much for so little?
Better
hurry. The next-to-last one will
be ^25.
(We’re keeping the last
one for ourselves.)
ALPHIA HART
20c N. Washington Enid|c!Qk'lali.
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Clem Out of Water!

called The ABERREE
in which he
blasts everything and every one
with more vim and vigor than the
Ghost ever dared to dot
"In Vol. 1, No. 1, he very co
vertly calls the Ghost a 1.1 pub
lication without being brave en
After reading Clem Johnson’s
ough x to call the name—and he
February issue of The GHOST, dated
calls US 1.1I
’’Actually though, if you knew
April 15, we turned back to Page 1
the Devil before he attended the
to see if he’d renamed the ’’maga
zine” the ’’GHOST OF DANIEL WEBS Clinical Course Third Unit—(and
4th) you would know how apathetic
TER”. But he hadn’t, so we guess
our friend from Florida isn’t run he was to being quoted (2)—or was
it fear, 1.0? Anyway, he claims
ning a past life in locking horns
that his auditing through the two
with the Devil and trying to best
courses have done nothing for him,
him with his wit and oratory.
he has come up tone to
To those who get The
2.2 anyway and is now
GHOST and don’t read it
just about the most AN
(The GHOST editor appar
TAGONISTIC
person in the
ently doesn’t, because
field.
SO THERE IS A
he sent our copy airmail
CHANGE whether he will
from
his
address in
admit it or notn (3)
Phoenix to our old ad
"Just
because
h e
dress in Phoenix,
al
claimed that he was a
though our new address
"Black 5" (4) and in
was
printed
inside),
sisted on staying one,
you’ll find more in the
he became very antagon
February-April issue aistic towards all the
bout The ABERREE and its
Theta Clears (5) and Op
personnel
than you’ll
erating Thetans (6) that
find in The ABERREE.
Of
were produced in the 3rd
course, very little of
and 4th Units...So anta
it is reliable, but we
gonistic indeed, that he
enjoyed finding out what
couldn’t find people en
the hot Arizona desert
ough to LISTEN to him so
can do to a man used to
he has to start a news
captaining a rowboat off
paper j (7) • • • •"
the hurricane-swept Flo
’’....Ron says there
rida coast.
were
NINE theta clears
Just
to keep our
made
during the Fourth
readers informed (those
Unit.
This is probably
who read both The GHOST
so, although they DO NOT
and The ABERREE), we’re
going to quote The GHOST ”We will try to get go around admitting it.
at length, and make any it (The GHOST) back And you need not pay
corrections in his art on a more ’saintly’ much attention to what
level."
you read about it iii
icle we feel necessary.
the
Aberree,
either,
Minor errors will be ig
because The Devil is very proud of
nored;
"Our old friend, staunch and being aberrated, and especially of
He
true, tried and tested and found being considered a Black 5»
to be all we had mocked him up to thinks that Black 5s are the only
SANE people there are! And it does
be, and more—Devil Hart himself,
has now turned on us with a brand seem that they are according to
(Turn Page, If You Want More.)
new Scientological news sheet (1)

Qhost Qoes "Saintly"-,
Blames Past Blunders
Bo Editor of Aberree
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quotations may have left you in:
THIS society!
(1) —We seen our duty and we
”By the way, there is a place
done it.
Somebody had to get out
over in Oklahoma called Enid—if
you can imagine a town’with such a a Scientological news sheet.
(2) _ We weren’t apathetic to
name—must have come from the Bi
being quoted; we were just partic
ble (B), anyway, in this burg (9)
ular about who quoted us.
along about 207 North Washington,
43)—We’ll agree we’re antagon
a dark dingy little alley (10) is
door called THE DEVIL’S WORK SHOP,
istic, but deny this is a change,
There was a time, in 1952-1953#
(11) and in this place you can get
all sorts of letter work, such as when Ron himself evaluated us at
threatening letters to your wife 4*0.
See Page 7)
or the president, written, signed - (We Can’t Stop Now
and mailed for you at a price (12)
HOME
Also this is where you may obtain
a copy or subscription to THE
ABERREE. Phoenix had a cleanup
campaign here a week or so
ago, and cops raided all the
blind tigers and other ’dens
of iniquity’ (13) so Mr. Devil
u —
Hart had to move back to Okla
R
homa where everyone remembers
him as a very sweet and charm
—
ing child of 1£ months of age,
0
that ’ s about the time he left
there!
He has now gone back
for the first time since he
S —
left there in a covered wagon
with his folks for the gold
rush in California in 1B49»«»
E
n ..We promise, now with a
—
N
good clean air, we will try to
get it (The Ghost) back on a
more ’saintly’ level, like it
was before its contamination
0
with Satan...”
—
(There’s a lot more,', but if
you want it all, write Capt.
Dr. Rev. Editor Clem Johnson,
—
D.D., B.Scn., Psycho-analyst —
or he will be as soon as he
1
finds some pre-clears to mira
cle—at 3521 East Camelback
to send you The GHOST.
It
doesn’t cost anything—just
a letter once in awhile to
ease his loneliness—
and this is quite reas
onable,
even if
the
price were double. We
like The GHOST; before
reading it, we didn’t
know how much one could
get away with.)
But now to straight
”In a dark dingy little alley is a
en up SOME of the con
door called The Devil’s Work Shop.”
fusion
the preceding

The

~Tke (jkost”

"Saintly”!

(Continued from Page 6.)
(4) —Denied. We think, accord
ing to the SOP 8 assessment, we’re
a Step 3,
but we’ll admit more of
a kinship toward the "Black 5’s"
than some of the Step 1’s we’ve
known.
(5) --Name one.
(6) —Name one.
(7) —All who believe this MAY
find an auditor willing to work on
a psychotic.
(8) —Enid is "dine"
spelled
backwards (’tis said) because pio
neers and cowboys found the min
eral springs an excellent place to
camp and eat.
(9) --Population, 36,017,
which
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is 120 times larger than Boca
Grand, Fla., population 300•
(10) —See drawing of this"dark,
dingy alley" on Page 6.
(11) — That’s quite a label, Pal.
Did you think that up all by your
self?
(12) --We’d even write for or
edit The GHOST, "at a price".
(13) —They didn’t get them all,
apparently—or were their raids
confined only to the city limits?
And now, to more important and
serious business—with a warning
to those who believe The GHOST’S
statement The ABERREE is i>1.67 for
three years.
It’s qi>1.68 A year,
so if you’re' disappointed,
just
send a bill to The GHOST for the
difference.

A Dichotomy of Valor

Or lost himself in science-fic
tion.

by Trah Nika
Those pioneers of ’U9,
(That’s 1800, understand),
Just thought it hard to cross a
space
That now is called "Vacation
Land".
There may have been a massacre
Along the unmarked trails they
trod,
But if they kept their powder dry,
The rest was in the hands of
God.

Now let us skip a hundred years—
When Hubbard’s Book One knocked
’em dead.
Outside of paying tax on tax,
"There’s nothing wrong with us,"
we said.
In childish innocence we laid
Our heads upon a bed or cot
And let the File Clerk give us all
The spicy data we’d forgot.

(Oh, Mother, aren’t you ashamed
Of all you did to little me?
Does Papa know that Doctor Moe
Was getting more than just his
f ee?)
We writhed with fever, howled with
pain,
And while we wept at our af
fliction,
i
The auditor sat back and snored
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"science" grew, and we who
stayed
Learned of our wild, sadistic
wake;
We found that those we’d killed
and maimed
Gave us our present bellyache.
We’d raided planets, trapped its
men,
And used their bodies for re
search .
(You’d hardly think that, would
you, of
A former pillar in the church?)
The

So, if you’re prone to shed a tear
For those who raped the virgin
west,
Remember, they died long before
We roused the engram .from its
nest.
They didn’t have to probe the sun,
Or find the moon had nothing on
it.
They didn’t even have to be
Three feet behind their coon
skin bonnet.
---- —- - e 0e - .
XH0W TO FIND THE MISSING PAGES \
If this is a "Sample Copy",
several pages probably are miss
ing. These will be sent free to
each new subscriber to The ABER-
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body for long periods.
He titles
his article ”1 Make Love to Their
Feet”.
But don’t start getting any
panting ideas—that he’s against...
His teaching job, we hear, has
given up Jack Horner
Horner, and he’s in
Phoenix, Ariz., again, on a more
or less permanent basis.,
basis.....The
’’Perpetual Student”, who took the
2nd, 3rdI, 4th,
and 5th Clinical
Courses with the avowed intent
’’theta clear” even
ion of making
i
Erratum: When Scientology came of it takes his lifetime, is re
to Oklahoma, Paul Ishmael gave up ported to have had some processing
his yearning to be a physicist and from ’’The Maestro” himself. Re
move to the California desert, as sult: for a few moments, he thought
reported last month...Add errat of trading his student status for
um:
The Belknap-Hedley organizat a job, but recovered, and was back
ion isn’t the ’’Antidisestablish- in class next day...Volney Mathi
mentaeianisticalltarianism
Unit” son reports a 500 percent laborat
as reported last month; it’s the ory expansion to take care of a
’’Antidisestablishmentarianistical- 4j>87,000 order for E-meters by a
itarianism Unit”. We regret the Texas institute, which plans an
error...When Earl Cunard, lately intensive nation-wide campaign to
of Detroit, came from his home in train doctors in-juse of the ins
It may get to the point
Creascent, Okla., to visit us at trument.
where
you
can go to aiodictor and
our trailer, he left his fx»iend in
get
helped
yet...Clem
Johnson, ac
the car.
It seems she knew little
cording
to
late
advices,
is study
of Scientology and nothing of ”The
ing
road
maps
for
the
return
trip
Devil”, and Earl wasn’t taking any
east
from
Phoenix
—
at
least
as
far
chances of fouling up his future...
as
Mobile,
Ala.,
through
New
Or
Bill Young of Washington writes
leans.
”
Duch
”
has
finished
her
from Phoenix that it’s getting hot
there—108 degrees already.
Stick training course with Ross Lamoraround awhile, Bill.
That’s only eaux, and is probably aching to
try her sword against some of
a Spring thaw....Hardin
Walsh
sent us a sketched heading for the those more able engrams that nev
May issue of The ABERREE and it so er find their way into the Arizona
closely approximated the one we’d desert...Ival Mainard, of Elgin,
already used that the
Mesdames Ill., driving a new car for deliv
Hart and Walsh are getting suspic ery to a dealer in Phonyx, stopped
ious as to which thetan isn’t in Enid on his way toe the 6th
He reports for
staying put.
Of course, Hardin’s Clinical Course.
mation
of
a
Church
of Scientology
(sketch) had no horns, and it was
is
nearing
the
completion
stage in
more professional...We got a long,
Illinois
....
’
’
This
will
keep
the
7-page letter from Bob Arentz in
thetan
in
”
,
Elizabeth
Williams
SaltLake, which wound up with ”Not
pens in a note enclosed with a
for publication in The Aberree”.
We guess he meant the whole letter real Scotch red-and-black beret
but he might have meant just those mailed us from London, England.
Elizabeth, but if it
six words....Bob Williams, writing Thank you,
ever
gets
out,
we’d planned on
in The COMMUNICATOR, finds we, as
wrapping
it
in
paper
—not wool.
civilized creatures, are depriving
-e0ethe body of much needed ’’caress
ANOTHER CRUCIFIXION, MAYBE
ing, friendly nuzzling,anddhUgging
Civilization started 70 centur
and kissing”, and has formulated a
ies ago. Whatever became of it?—
technique of ’’rubbing, squeezing,
pressing” various members of the Hobbs (N.M.) News-Sun.
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1— MARITAL (and SEMI-MARITAL):
Tam Owen of London and Bonnie
Turner have announced their en
gagement . Wedding to be some time
this summer.
She is now blond and
quite feminine.
John Sanborne and Madeline Re
gan also are to marry this summer.
She came to Phoenix from Boston
and has been attending the group
meetings.
2— WHERE PEOPLE LIVE:
Both Dick and Ronna Steves and
Bob and Tido Churchill are living
in house-type apartments on the
corner of Third Street and More
land.
Burke and Millen Belknap have
bought a new house—spacious place
near Thomas and Third Street—and
have moved into it.
Henrietta and Nibs
(Ron Jr.)
also have changed their home nest
in the last few weeks.
(Unsolicited comment—Scientol
ogists usually either are marry
ing, unmarrying, or moving. Added
evidence: this reporter is buying
a house and moving into it next
month.)
3— PEOPLE GOING PLACES:
Bud Eubank and Carl Harr left
Phoenix and returned to the hint
erlands .
Bill Young
(Washington, D. C.,
pro. auditor) is in town for a few
weeks, getting some processing by
Ken Barrett and Ralph Swanson, and
picking up s»me recent data.
Bob Churchill went to Utah for
a few days to attend the funeral
of his mother.

4— WHAT PEOPLE ARE DOING:
The local group has had an el-

ection and change of officers.
President: Bill Edwards;
Program
director: ME.
Last weekis meeting
was in the Library Sky Room and
featured a talk by Millen Belknap
on the evolution of Scientology,
philosophies, and religions of the
last 5»000 years. This type of
program planned every other week,
with group processing on alternate
weeks.
Most local pro. auditors have
formed a group known as the Phoe
nix Auditor’s Guild.
Steves and
Fred Frank supply most of the
leadership, with Jim Struckmeyer
and Ralph Swanson contributing.
Big project at present is schedul
ing bi-weekly lectures by local
civic leaders on topics they are
interested in which Scientology
covers.
This is followed by a
forum in which Scientologists and
the guest lecturer participate.
First of this series was by Judge
Lorna Lockwood on juvenile delinq
uency.
Ralph Swanson and Ken Barrett
are running a free clinic for
children under the HAS.

5—RON’S LATEST:
Ron planned a series of 15-minute taped talks over a local radio
station, but after the manager of
the one station that agreed to use
them heard the first tape,
he
became highly unfavorable to the
whole idea.
(The talk reminded
people that they : might perhaps
have some present time problems,
and mentioned that there was some
thing that could be done about it.)
Present plans are to give a series
of spot announcements over another
station.
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"It’s good to see a high-tone
communication making its appearince in the field...I enjoyed your
editorial on the ’Clear’.
There
ire many parameters by which one
can measure a relative state of
’ clear’.
I believe that the most
indicative is the percent of po
tential present time operation of
the thetan. This, tone level, vi
tality of the thetan in terms of
the ’spiral’ are quantities
that
are measurably increased by pro
cessing . ”--C .B .Done , Durango,Colo.

"Even if I had $1500, I would
n’t have to send it to you for
your list of reasons. (Why we left
Phoenix. Ed.)
I can mock them up
from here...I am working on a pro
cessing book for children. These
are short sessions of mock-ups
which parents can read to child
ren.
"Perhaps you would like to re
print my definitions of clear,
from my book.
’Clear (verb).
To
sweep away problems and confusion
and leave the mind tranquil and
able.
Clear (noun). An individlal whose confusions have been
swept away to such a degree that
the remaining ones are no longer
discernible to his contemporaries
or to himself .’’--Richard deMille,
Ph.D., Los Angeles, Calif.

’’Thanks for your paper.
Yes,
it is high time we adopted a more
bleak and austere outlook on Sci
entology.
Let us take things lit
erally and seriously and let us
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look forward to the day when tnis
gradient scale leads on to the
downright sinister. Who ever heard
a serious student laugh at the
HAS? And who ever saw a graduate
about to face a simplified world
look other than as if he were un
der sentence of death?
Having
blown vast sums in dollars, yen,
taels--or, for that matter, pounds
sterling--to acquire this solemn
knowledge, why invalidate it? Time
will hang heavily with me until
the first Church of American Sci
ence is built here and I can de
cently confess before some High
Unctorial Blabdab of Scientology
that for an erring moment
I al
lowed my frosty mask to slip and
that I found your paper funny."--'
Reg Gould, London, England.
’’We’ve had fun with your news
letter and found
the detailed
write-up on the church useful in
giving people the data on that
move.
So far we feel not at all
religious--or at least no more re
ligious than scientific or philo
sophical, so we are as before....
Don’t know whether we’ll subscribe
to your sheet or not--1 won’tJ Al
ready I could have written another
book in the time it takes me to
throw away the sucker list ads and
papers I don’t want to read...."-Martha Courtis, Ann Arbor, Mich.
”We all got quite a charge from
the ’Aberree’.
I keep it on my
desk and show it to everyone....
Hardin says, ’The Aberree’s bril
liance is only shaded by the green
shading of its antidotes S’ My tone
goes up to 2+00 on the new meter
after reading the ’AberreeJo
anna Walsh, Los Angeles.

’’Thanks for the advice on the
tapes. .. .That 56 bucks was the best
money I ever spent...Incidentally,
I
shall be forever skeptical of
Ron’s jokes from now on.
You re
member that in one ofythe sessions
he begins with ’Now if the audit
ors throughout the audience will
ready their butterfly nets, we will
begin’? I thought that was a joke,
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until I had the occasion occur...
....I guess that will be enough,
At the end of that session, one of
only Don’t Get Too Seriously. Clem
the group definitely was not in was good until he took it to
present time.
I began reality heart.”—F.C.Henderson, New York.
processing and she promptly left
for some place, God knows where,
”Am now sending Clem his sub
but the body was in.the deepest
scription for the Ghost, so that I
unconsciousness, falling tempera will have complete coverage on the
ture and very slow heart.
Fortun forthcoming battle of great wit.”
ately the latest Scientology issue --Ethel Adler, Beverly Hills, Cal.
containing the article on emotion
"Inclosed you will find a check
al processing, emphasizing uncons
....for that scandie sheet you put
ciousness,
had arrived that day
out.
I am having a ball with Unit
and been studied carefully.
I set
(L. Ron Hubbard.,Jr.,)
my guidons and went to work.
This V.’’--Nibs.
happened at about 11 at night and Phoenix, Ariz.
it was 3 in the morning before I
got her back.
Fortunately, the
"Apparently, my name is not on
your black list, for I received no
thetan did not refuse ccommuaication...When I got her back, she
copy of your ppuerile,
Pyrronic,
said she could hear me and knew pugnacious, Punic, and perfidious
publication... Quit being so
she was doing as I told her but
that her own determinism was com damn painfully brilliant.” --Will
pletely paralyzed.
I worked her Roth, Houston, Texas.
again the next night for three
"When we last talked I thought
hours mocking up present time al
ertness and unconsciousness
and you were in the negative swing but
pulling in the anchor points until had no idea you were going to make
all that remained was a mild dopi an issue out of it. I do not think
that the Hubbard organization is
ness when working unconsciousness,
Hubbard
has
She returned
to present
time in order, however,
quickly at the end of the session done so much for me that no one
and felt wonderful...It was vali had been able to do before. There
I must praise the bridge
dation for the technique,
valida fore,
that
has
done so much for me and
tion and a great leap in her case
will
go
along
with his ideas hop
for her, and for me a wonderful
ing
for
the
best.
” --Dr. P. D. Navalidation to be able to handle a
Pier,
Lockhart,
Fla.
situation of that magnitude in a
thoroughly competent manner...
It
"Thanks for the taste. If you’ve
advanced my case as well as hers.”
another
subscriber on the Island
—Gladys Hale, Pierre, S.Dak.
(or nearby mainland) introduce us;
"I’ve liked your sensauma since because I feel odd, being the only
the days of J-HAS, Phoenix.
Inci known (to me)
crackpot
in
the
dentally, the Journal made a quick County.”
—John Carey, Atlantic
round trip via Phila. & Camden.
City, N.J.
(Sounds like an open
Next stop?.... No need for me to welcome to other "crackpots” in
advise you that you will not make
this area.)
from this publishing venture en
”1 brought my
identification
ough
to endow a foundation, or
even so much as an ’’American Hart with Dianetics and Scientology to
Association ”,.. And would you mind an abrupt halt in the early part
stapling them in only one place,
of 1953 because I was disgusted
the North-West Corner diagonally? with a large number of the people
I had to remove the bottom staple
all trying to make money off one
from mine so the pages would turn another, and attitudes that I, for
over neatly.. (Free staple remover
some aberrated reason, didn’t want
to continue to associ- (TURN PAGE)
with each 10-year subscription. Ed,.)
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ate with.
So, my wife and. I, tak
ing Hubbard’s advice, went out and
built our own house—METACHROMICS.
’’About the Aberree.
It’s a
swell job and I like its tones--?
for it has several, and I don’t
like to get stuck reading page af
ter page of something in the same
tone.”—Morgan J.Morey,Tampa, Fla.
”It looks as if this --- com
petitor of a scandal sheet is de
termined to persist. So, I’ll stop
resisting and send in my subscrip
tion....! want you to know that I
think youse guys are just horrible
for entering your splinter publi
cation into the already overcrowd
ed fidld of Scientological and
other readers.
There are yet so
few cases who can look, that I
think this is a real infringement
and should be prosecuted to the
limit of the law--whatever that
is.”—Barbara Bryan, Phoenix,Ariz.
”We received the second issue
of ’The Aberree’ and read both the
first and second issue at the same
time....We both enjoyed them and
would certainly like to be on the
mailing list....Lots of good luck
and please keep the line open.”—
Marianna Adams, Kansas City, Mo.

’’Received your ? and would like
to receive more. But, I don’t like
the amount requested
and have
changed it to .97 plus .03 sales
tacks.
Enclosed find 45«”--Leo R.
Hoenel, Detroit.
”1 ... particularly enjoyed the
tone scale as published and as
compiled by Hennick. I had thought
... quite a bit about
the'tone
scale especially in relation to
the minus scale.
It
seems to me
that some of the minus character
istics actually belong to the thetan’s scale between 0 and 4.
Such
as controlling bodies, protecting
bodies, needing bodies.
In other
words, the tone scale comes down
from 40.
Right through the thetan
plus body scale to minus 8 or min
us 12.
It seems to me the thetan
can have a scale of his own in the

same range as the thetan plus body
which will not be the same.
I
feel that there are lots of thetans operating bodies from this
range and are not the high drive
type that kick a body around. Per
haps the thetan’s tone scale will
be the same as the body’s but it
seems that
controlling
bodies
would be higher than being a body.”
—Lt.Col. Alvin'E. Robinson, Wash
ington, D. C.

’’Just finished scanning The Ab
erree for the third time in case
I missed a ’’sleeper”.
I enjoyed
it hugely.
I so enjoyed it I have
read excerpts, ’’Gems”, to friends.
”My own activity has been rath
er sporadic.
I am stopped practi
cally. A new cycle is looming,
tho, and hope is still breathing. ”
--Bill Winters, Long Beach, Calif.
’’The Aberree was the best job
I’ve seen in the field in the last
four years.
I am
terrifically
pleased and real proud of you...
I’m enclosing evidence that adver
tising in The Aberree really pays
'off.”—Ross Lamoreaux, Phoenix.

’’Sure enjoyed your paper.
It
compares favorable in tone with
those who sometimes get quite low
on the tone
scale.... Glad
you
liked part of my writeup enough to
reprint it.
It has been criti
cised because it is too erudite.
People have to read it more than
once, sometimes--not like the fun
ny papers.”—Frank Sullivan, De
troit, Mich.

”My unbiased opinion is that
it (THE ABERREE'} is equal to The
Ghost.
I MEST (pronounced ’must’)
have it.”--Al Ramirez, Silverdale,
Wash.
”In reference to ’Aberree’, Vol.
1, No. 2, I also know
very few
’Clears’, but I didn’t know the
definition was so indefinite.
It
seemed pretty precise to me in the
Appositions of Scientology by Aw
ful Hard.
And, by these precise
definitions, there is at least one

The
’Cleared Theta Clear’ in Peoria--a
very good friend of mine.
This
fellow is real fun to be acound,
and isn’t busy impressing others
or posing in mysterious manners to
convince people that ’I know a se
cret—and for money I will tell’-as some of the early ’Clears (?)’
seem to have done.
I ’interviewed’
him recently and sent the tape to
Gordon Beckstead, so you may get
to hear it sometime.
”We had a good time at the Pro
cessing Party on May 1, and later
on, if people are willing, I will
collect some ’statements of re
sults’ pro, con, or non.
”By the way, we are offering a
new degree: C.C., S.O.T. The C.C.
is an English degree:
Certified
Clear; the S.O.T. is Slightly Op
erating Thetan.
Send in the top
off one Uncertified Clear and ftl,
000,000.08 and we will
consider
you for these degrees.”-- R.
John
Bloomquist, Peoria, Ill,

’’...Not everyone has your cap
acity for punishment.
Not every
one would have
invested
three
years in training, and then set
tled down to making a living shuf
fling papers and cracking jokes.
'Please do not misunderstand: I do
the same thing, for it pays.me, as
it pays you, and THE OTHER DOES
NOT.
That is the crux of the dif
ficulty. WHY DOESN’T IT PAY.
As
a mutual friend remarked the other
-•day, ’I like dianetics and have
had a lot of wonderful results
with it. But I NEED my present job
and would hate like hell at this
stage to be obliged to make a liv' ing just from Scientology.’
In a
town of 150,000 with HIM the only
known Scientologist! ... I verily
believe that the answers to our
problems lie in MORE information
from MORE sources—more of the
time . "--Loe Lockhart, Albuquerque.
’’Aberree
have nothing
agement and
There’s only
ment I could
be reflected

has me spellbound.
I
to offer but encour
the enclosed check.
one over-all improve
wish for which would
in the letters to-thn
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editor column:
I’d like to see
more people, madder quicker--and
mad enough to:write in and rave.”
—Bill Bradner, Winter Park, Fla.
’’Your fanzine, ’The ABERREE’, is
to hand, and it is typical of fan
zines, including the ’humor’...As
you-all fanz. eds. never guarantee
continuance or refund on folding,
I never risk
’’--Harry B. Moore,
New Orleans, La.
’’Long time twixt communiques.
Received the second copy of The
Aberree and enjoyed it so much
(your personal touch)
that I de
cided to spring and subscribe...!
went into a spin a few months ago.
Wowee.
Think I am relatively sta
ble again. Woweeee....There is a
question in my mind as to the ben
efits of Scientology when carried
to some of the higher statuses such
as theta clears and cleared theta
clears. The lower level benefits
such as curing and correcting men
tal defects is fine and benefic
ial.
However, when it comes to
making alears (beyond the definit
ion of MEST clearer):, it seems to me
in light of my understanding and
experience that there.are potent
ial dangers of bringing people in
to the range of psychic control."
--Joseph R. Zubris, Dorchester,
Mass.
’’Glad to see you in print again. Another Aberree."—Kathleen
Monroe, Tampa, Fla.

"I think it nis- nice to have
someone putting out a magazine
that is
so straightforward and
outspoken.
It certainly counter
acts some of the vaporously optim
istic publications one gets fror
other sources.”--D.C.King, Denver

"Please start my subscriptio:
with Vol. 1, No. 1, if you everge
around to starting the publicat
ion. "--Pat Conroy, Los Angeles.

(To Be Continued. And though we
like flattery, we’ll print othertypes of comment here, as well.'
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ary flashlight.
Only rival: the
atomic battery, which can produce
only on-millionth of a watt.
U.S.
subsidization being what it is, and
it being such a pleasure to play
with atomic fission,
this may be
the last we'll hear of the sun
light battery.
It would be too
much like the economical Chlorella, an economical way of feeding
the world from the sun and sea.

wooden-headed dummy Edgar Bergen
operates—was in high dudgeon re
cently when he learned the Army
had used one of his own tricks:
monitored a telephone conversat
ion with him. McCarthy
(not the
same, etc.)
called it
"indecent
and dishonest”.
Denmark’s getting tired of Am
ericans coming there for sex oper
ations—men who want to become fe
nales, and vice versa—and plans a
law to make it illegal.

Wives of 1,000
construction
workers in Columbia Falls, Mont.,
who refuse to cross a picket line,
have suggested they take over the
jobs their husbands have left idle.
To them, food is more important
than some small group’s row with
the firm (that pays the bills.
Because Los., ^ngeies protects
pigeons, a 65-year-old tenant-forbidden by law from killing or
molesting "city property" —moved
out when a mother pigeon took over
a corner of his room for nesting
activities.
He sent the City a
bill for the extra rent.

Prison officials at Canon City,
Colo., sentenced a prisoner to a
bread-and-water diet as punishment
for escaping. However, during his
five days’ absence,
he’d starved
himself to the point they<. have to
fatten him before they can carry
out the sentence.

Grave diggers in Detroit have
ended a seven-month strike, per
mitting the interment of an accum
ulated 200 bodies.

Development
of a silicon bat
tery that creates electricity from
sunlight--enough, possibly, to op
erate a modern home—has been an
nounced
by
Bell Laboratories.
2uantity production may make them
cheap enough to operate an ordin

An Air Force
lieutenant,
be
cause he wanted his son born on
Texas soil, had a bucket of Texas
earth shipped to Reno, Nev., and
spread under his wife’s delivery
room table.
This will not show on
the birth certificate.

Prompted by past experience,
Enid, Okla., officials made it il
legal to carry or use "pistols de
signed to discharge liquids". This
More and more pitted windshields action was taken a few days prior
are turning up all over the U. S., to the invasion of school children
and an Ohio scientist has found for the Tri-State Band Festival.
them to be radioactive.
H-bomb
blasters
still insist the recent
Chicago is to set up a laborat
Pacific tests can’t be responsi ory for "crazy drivers", and "log
ble,
and it has been suggested ical suspects" will lose their li
chat flea eggs, laid in the sand censes UNTIL psychiatrists can re
?rom which the windshield glass port a cure. Which sounds like a
vas made, may be hatching on
a good way to take everybody perman
ently off the road.
lass basis.
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Officers Sleeted By
JdewMichigan Church
The Detroit Center, which a
little more than a year ago found
its Dianetic activity in headlines
and two of its leaders under legal
purge, has tucked its frustration
under its wings and marshalled its
forces behind a new corporation:
the Church of American Science.
By-laws for the corporation are
similar to those under which the
church first was organized by L.
Ron Hubbard under New Jersey laws.
Michigan is the fourth state to so
organize, following New Jersey,
Arizona, and California.
Action
has been initiated in Illinois.
The organization is sponsored
by more than 40 members, and at a
recent
meeting,
the
following
board of directors was elected:
Harold Penny, chairman of the
Church and president of the board.
Ref a Postel, recording secretary.
Frank Sullivan, treasurer.
Ernest Wirick, corresponding
secretary.
Leo Hoenel, board of education.
Don Abbott and Duane Lurkins,
members.
A two-story building has been
obtained in Berkley, Oakland Coun
ty, which is 10 miles from the
outskirts of Detroit. The three
large rooms on the first floor are
being used as an assembly room, a
library, and a study room. Four
smaller rooms on the second floor
arc for auditing.
In the spacious yard is a play
ground for children. Plans are to
hold Sunday School on Sunday morn
ings for the processing of chil
dren.
According to Wirick, both tape
and personal group auditing will
be available for two hours each on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday eve
nings.
About 20 are attending
these sessions, and as th a.- Church
membership expands, session sched
ules will be adjusted, Wirick says.
More than 75 persons were pres
ent for the Open House April 24
and 25.

HOW DEADLY
IS T-V?

Are the rays that bring Cow
boy Dan and his frontier pis
tol more deadly to you and
your children than to the In
dians on the screen? Is Dan
gerous Dick a lethal foe to
the Marys,
Johns, and Bills
being entertained?
It would be inconvenient,
and
costly, to wear lead
shields every time you or your
family sat down to watch the
latest television epic.
It
might even get to the point
where youfd prefer a good book,
or the old-fashioneo radio,
for your home entertainment.
Tests have not been complet
ed as to the efficacy of this
protection,
but pre? iihin? ry
experiments suggest that cop
ies of The ABERREE, properly
placed between yod and the
screen, may reduce materially
the perils of radiation. Try
it today; buy several extra
copies and be safe.

The ABERREE
On sale at all GOOD
news
stands. If YOUR dealer does
n't sell The ABERREE, ask him
about his television stock.
His answer may surprise you.
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rOiLginG.[ 'Tketi.5 ^5 daunted
(2&rnfdete in
Qoulncd
Issue 2d-G of the Journal of
SCIENTOLOGY carried a full reprint
of the book, "Dianetics, the Orig
inal Thesis”,
under the title,
"Scientology: A New Science". This
should interest newcomers to Sci
entology as well as "old timers”
who "look down their noses" at Dianeticists as "foreigners”
and
consider them bedfellows of doc
tors, psychiatrists, etc. This is
sue of the Journal contains 20 pa
ges and sells for 75 cents, com
pared to the $3 charged for the
original book.
And this might be a good place
to explain what the "G" stands for
after the issue number of the
Journal.
Originally, there were
supposed to be three classes of
the magazine: Medical, designated
by the letter "M" and carrying ma
terial of interest to the medical
profession; Special, symbolized by
the letter ”S", which would go to
special groups; and General, which
would cover the entire field of
Dianetics and Scientology. The ”M"
and "S" numbers would be sample
"come on" issued,
and those who
showed enough interest to subscribe
would be picked up on the ”G”list.
The ”M" and "S” issues never have
materialized.

SHOULD WE RETURN TO ’MERCENARIES ’?
(Here’s Where Page 2 Ended.)
ting the contract to a civilian
organization to provide meals for
this training center.
Not only
will they furnish the meals, but
there’ll be civilian service for
officers AND enlisted men, with no
dishes to wash, no floors to scrub,
no sloppy tables to "G.I."
It’s an economy measure. It was
discovered that an outside firm
could provide better meals at less
expense than the Air Base itself.
Which merely points up the inef
ficiency of a military organiza
tion. With hundreds of men idle
most of the time, serving out a
sentence in preparation for a war
the top politicians may not be able

ABERREE
to maneuver us into in spite of
their frantic efforts, it seems
strange that cooks, waiters, dish
washers, etc., can be hired, food
prepared and served—at a profit
for some civilian firm—cheaper
than the Government can
do it.
Yet there have been parallel
instances in the past. On Opera
tion Crossroads, the Bikini atomic
bomb experiments of 1946, more
than $100,000,000 was spent to de
tonate and photograph two atomic
bombs. A better job could have
been done for one-tenth of this sum
by even one of the "B” picture
companies from Hollywood.
It was
no secret among military personnel
that the pictures made by the Army
Air Force of the A-blasts in 1946
and the preparations for it were
far inferior to pre-explosion pic
tures made by a newsreel company.
In the name of economy—if the
administration REALLY is interest
ed in lightening the tax burden—
maybe somebody will come up with
the idea of fighting the next war
by contract* give the contract to
win the war to a low-bidding civ
ilian firm and let them make the
plans and hire needed personnel.
It’s certain experienced gunners
wouldn’t be pounding typewriters,
typists picking up twigs and cigaret butts off the grass in the
"Officers’ Quarters",
and cooks
and dish washers operating the ar
mament •
Besides, if it were a game as
well as a job—instead of enforced
servitude under incompetent rankhappies—winning a war might be
fun.
-e0eSICK ITUR AD ASTRA
"A hypochrondiac", according to
Will Roth in The FLITTER,
"is
a
fellow who can’t leave well enough
alone. He has also been called a
person with a sick sense."
_©0Q_
A "Rev." Braxton B. Sawyer, who
calls
himself
an "Anti-nudist
evangelist", seeks laws in Oklaho
ma, Kansas, Missouri, and Arkansas
to outlaw nudism, which he admits
does not now exist. Anyone know a
better way to make nudism popular?
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FOUNDER OF ’NEW’ SCIENCE LABELS
BELIEF IN PAST LIVES AS ’INSANE’
Taking up four pages in DIANOTES, a weird hodge-podge of wor
ship over
’’dead” techniques, Art
Coulter, M. D. (NOT Mad at Dianet
ics), terms ’’the notion that one
is a Thetan, able at will to sep
arate from one’s body”, or exper
ience knowledge of past lives,
schizophrenia and hallucination.
If, he says, ’’one ^begins to be
lieve these thing^, one is flir
ting with one’s sanity,”
”M. D.” Coulter, in a sort of
postscript to his attack on Scien
tology, announces that he is dis
continuing his ’’informal relation
ship with the Dianetic Foundation”
'Wichita, Kas.) to function inde
pendently in the development of a
NEW science which he tentatively
has labeled ’’Synergetics”,
”M. D.” Coulter will do his re
search in Columbus, Ohio, which is
close
to Cincinnati, which
is
where people go to earn degrees
they admit they’ve been using pre
maturely.
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...THERE’S STILL HOPE FOR YOU.
You’ll like our air—outside
or in—and one of our training
or auditing programs may open
an entire new future for you.
Ask for Bulletin PMQ.
It’s so

|
1
j
f
|

new, the ink still smears on |
it. But it’s free.

PHOENIX SCIENTOLOGY INSTITUTE 1
R. Ross Lamoreaux, Director
I
424& N.32nd St. Phoenix, Ariz. I
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Los Angeles 5,
Calif.
BLOWING OUR RIDGES?
HARDIN WALSH says that he- would
like to clamber out on a long
theta limb and predict that Duplication is SCIENTOLOGY’S secret
weapon - and - that L. RON will
develop some tree-e-e-e-mendous
super colossal engram eliminator s along these lines. We’ve
done
some experimental work on
this but RON and ONLY RON is the
RON
to give us the way down below, and
above, duplicities of
DUPLICATION
What we need is
more DUPLICATION OF: GOOD AUDITCMS - GOOD AUDITING - GOOD .Al^HORS - GOOD AUDITING - JOANNA GOOD AUDITORS - GOOD AUDITING MONEY - GOOD
P. C.’s - JOANNA GOOD AUDITORS - and LRH......AND
OLD DEVIL AORTA.
Would certainly recommend "CERT
AINTY”.
The H. A. S. of London
will accept your order. The most
information for the least money,
in magazine form.
All schools
and groups should stock extra
copies to sell and give away.
Gives information about Scien
tology in industry - schools the professions, etc.
Practical
well written processing suggest
ions.
Let’s all write these
high-toned English Scientolog
ists our vote of thankst

>

pIPORTMT,. ANNOUN&Nffih^ AN ENTIRELY NEW METHOD FOR
SUCCESSFUL SELF PROCESSING Since our first tentative announcements we have received ma^
ny letters asking "How soon will
they
be ready?”
Here’s our
answer:

Due to the high cost of
printing at present we just
do not have the money to
publish them without help - so
we are offering you a part in
this project

ABERREE

FOR JUST 30 DAYS we are offering
the set at a pre-publication
reduced price of $2.50. These
cards do no good to anyone while
they are laying around on sheets
of paper gathering dust.
WE KNOW THEIR VALUE?
SO DO YOU?
In order to make them available
right away, when they are great
ly needed, we are making this
offer.
The SIX STEPS was chosen because
it is a basic security technique.
With this new system of auditing
cards, the Six Steps become an
even stronger tool for clearing.
The Six Steps, in themselves,
make a complete processing plan,
and is an unlimited technique. A
person using them for only 5 hr.
each day will find himself going
steadily up scale, and maintain
ing a constant high tone.
It is
designed to extrovert and stabil
ize a person and thus enable him
to enjoy good health, well being,
and ultimate clearing. With the
card auditing system it is im
possible to overlook any part of
this important material.
Handl
ing the cards furnish a constant
method for remaining in present
Even persons who have
time.
been completely unable to process themselves report that this
card system has cleared up that
problem.
The regular retail price for
this set of 208 cards and instruction booklet will beFOR
$3.00, plus tax in Calif.
JUST' 30 DAYS we are offering
this1 special so we can get them
$2.50.
Process out
in print
the time lag - SEND YOUR ORDER
Additional discount
IN TODAY
1
to groups or quantity buyers of
five or more sets
20% for
:

